Sheryl Shine
January 11 at 3:29 PM ·

Just a PSA 🚨🚨

Martinsburg College is a complete SCAM. They lure military and spouses in with the MyCAA grant, have a national accreditation that is in jeopardy, NO EMPLOYER ACCEPTS THEIR CERTIFICATIONS OR DEGREES, and because of it being a national accreditation NO decent college will accept their credits for you to continue your education elsewhere. If you’re lucky, MAYBE one or two classes will transfer.

They’re also recently advertising an “articulation” program with Trident University, WGU, AND Bellevue University. 🚨 this is FALSE.

And yes this is public. I’m a little tired of seeing people get SCAMMED by these annoying reps.

Also note: you can use your MyCAA grant at just about ANY college.

ETA: since this is starting to go viral I’ll say there’s a great group called Mil Smarts that leads people the right way with educational needs

ETA: you can potentially get your mycaa funding back if you’ve been scammed by the school. Military one source has requested that anyone who would like to inquire about a refund to contact them directly. If overseas there is an online chat option. Phone lines are open 7-10pm central time as well.

Please file a grievance at the following link for ANY school you feel the need to:

 ETA: you can potentially get your myCAA funding back if you’ve been scammed by the school. Military one source has requested that anyone who would like to inquire about a refund to contact them directly. If overseas there is an online chat option. Phone lines are open 7-10pm central time as well.

Please file a grievance at the following link for ANY school you feel the need to.

Be warned if you comment as a current student - MC is watching this post. I think I peed on their Cheerios.

They’re also deleting the post everytime it’s shared in one of their spouse *ahem* prey groups.

https://www.militaryonesource.mil/…/postsecondary-education…
Private student loans — Consumer Financial Protection Bureau

When to submit a complaint

You may submit a complaint if your school is failing to follow the Principles of Excellence. This initiative is designed to empower you and your family members to report misleading or unfair actions by education institutions. Examples of education related issues may include, but are not limited to, misrepresentation or deceptive actions concerning multiple unsolicited phone calls or emails used as a high-pressure recruitment tactic, false representation about degree programs, misleading statements regarding accreditation or promoting costly private or institutional loans. The types of complaints Department of Defense will review include the following:

Recruiting and marketing practices
🚨🚨Martinsburg College is a complete scam.

I am not interested in speaking to anyone at Martinsburg College. I will not delete the post and you cannot change my mind about your school. Nor the hundreds of others who have the same mindset.

-Always look for REGIONALLY accredited schools as well as any additional accreditations your program may require.
-Mil Smarts is currently holding all membership requests until further notice since some reps are hurt and trying to join. Feel free to still join, but we are going to take time to sort through the requests to try to keep our members as protected as possible. You must answer all question to be considered.
-To get information on getting your funding back, please call the 1-800 number for military one source and MyCAA. File an OFFICIAL complaint on Martinsburg so that MyCAA will take them off the funding list & an official investigation can occur.
-Report them to the BBB.
-PROTECT yourself moving on to other schools and DO YOUR RESEARCH. MC is not the only scammy school.

Any additions?

Anna Desirae Jessica

Desirae Masters I think you covered it all. The only thing I would add would be if you know of anyone currently enrolled in martinsburg, encourage them to drop classes and contact military one source immediately.

Sheryl Shine I just turned on comments to the public.

Anna Dykeman Yep, all should be covered. Here's the number for military one source

Kayla Gellinger Anna Dykeman so like we just call and say what? I was enrolled but stuff came up and I could finish the course

Sheryl Shine Simply explain the situation, the lying tactics of the college, etc. We can't tell you what to say or that would be fraud.
Martinsburg College is a complete...
🚨🚨
Martinsburg College is a complete...

Donna Lee, Shyanna McFarland and I went through career step for a certificate... but worth a shot

Sheryl Shine, Donna they’re on my radar too. Lol

Candice Sidbury Rollin Let me know if anyone gets their funding back. Would love to get mine.

Becky Usquiano Sheryl Shine what if my spouse is not longer in the army?

Jaquii Pena Sarah Esquivel yea I need my money back cause that shit deadass didn’t get me anything just waste of time and money

Sheryl Shine Becky Usquiano still file a complaint but you won’t get to use the funding anymore.

Jennifer Abdoian I wish I would have known this when I was a new spouse. I am currently enrolled with Martinsburg and without a doubt felt pushed into it! I’ve been enrolled with them since February of 2016. I doubt I can get the funding back now 😞

Alayna Behr I ended up finishing. I just blazed through all tests, and in my “exit” interview I asked to speak to some higher up person, think I got to the school President (or so she said she was), and I got my money returned. Just start squawking

MJ Brown Alayna Behr I’m currently enrolled and don’t know anything about this? Now I want a refund so and enroll elsewhere where I won’t be wasting my time. 😞

Sheryl Shine MJ Brown instructions above

Joanna Makowski Jennifer Abdoian same! I feel like the rep I talked to literally didn’t even give me the option to say no, and wouldn’t stop bothering me until everything was set up

Sheryl Shine I contacted military one source directly. Will be posting an update with their response once I receive their emails.

They’ve asked that ANYONE who feels scammed or has a grievance with ANY school and wants a refund opportunity to immediately contact them at their 1-800 number. It is done on INDIVIDUAL bases. If you are overseas there is an online chat option, and they are open 7-10PM M-F for calls.

I will be posting the links they send me ASAP.
🚨🚨
Martinsburg College is a complete...

🚨🚨
Martinsburg College is a complete rip-off. I contacted military one source directly. Will be posting an update with their response once I receive their emails.

They've asked that ANYONE who feels scammed or has a grievance with ANY school and wants a refund opportunity to immediately contact them at their 1-800 number. It is done on INDIVIDUAL bases. If you are overseas there is an online chat option, and they are open 7-10PM M-F for calls.

I will be posting the links they send me ASAP.

Christina San Miguel

thats why I said I was mad I wasted my MYCAA on them lol

Christina San Miguel

Joliz Terry

I thought they were fake too. Some of the classes textbooks are like from 2012 and the books are not helpful.

To add to my comment, I wonder if I can get the money back and go somewhere else? My husband was an e5 when I enrolled but he just got promoted. Can anyone shed some info. Thanks!

Joliz Terry

Sheryl Shine

Joliz you are no longer qualified, however, I still urge you to file a formal complaint. The more complaints they get- the faster MyCAA will cut their funding and the less spouses will be scammed by them.

Joliz Terry

Sheryl Shine

I'm doing this also

Samy Auringer

Sarah Kirkman

Why is Martinsburg College stalking you?? Are they scrambling to keep their reputation lol

Sarah Kirkman

Sydney Caldwell

Madison Chaides

Sydney Caldwell

I was scammed

Madison Chaides

Sydney Caldwell seriously!!! I always had a bad feeling about them once you started your classes

Keirstan Henneger

Julia Higgins
Sheryl Shine: Julia Higgins contacted military one source directly. Will be posting an update with their response once I receive their emails.

Sheryl Shine: They’ve asked that ANYONE who feels scammed or has a grievance with ANY school and wants a refund opportunity to immediately contact them at their 1-800 number. It is done on INDIVIDUAL bases. If you are overseas there is an online chat option, and they are open 7-10PM M-F for calls.

Sheryl Shine: I will be posting the links they send me ASAP.

Renee Vanegas: Yes!!!!!! You don’t need to use any of their marketers to use mycaa and most major universities or colleges accept mycaa. You can go online and apply for mycaa yourself!

Renee Vanegas: if only EVERYONE knew this 😞

Renee Vanegas: Sheryl Shine I try try try to inform all of the new spouses that come through our command! I’m a Navy ombudsman and try to get the information out to everyone!!

Kristen Shortland: Renee Vanegas where can you go to apply for it online? 😞

Renee Vanegas: https://mycaa.militaryonesource.mil/
Martinsburg College is a complete...

Jessica Parks Price How can you get your funding back?!

Kathryn Wiehl Jessica Parks Price following. I'm freaking out

Yohanna Andrea Whitehead Jessica Parks Price yes!!!!!
Currently doing a "course" and I'm now upset that it's not even
going to benefit me ... I'd love my funding back

Sheryl Shine directions above

Sheryl Shine Jessica Parks Price I contacted military one
source directly. Will be posting an update with their response
once I receive their emails.
They've asked that ANYONE who feels scammed or has a
grievance with ANY school and wants a refund opportunity to
immediately contact them at their 1-800 number. It is done on
INDIVIDUAL bases. If you are overseas there is an online
chat option, and they are open 7-10PM M-F for calls.
I will be posting the links they send me ASAP.

Kimberly Foulks Kathryn Wiehl

Kathryn Wiehl Sos how do i get a refund

Chelsea Scott Kathryn Wiehl same 😞

Kathryn Wiehl Chelsea Scott call asap
receive their emails. They’ve asked that ANYONE who feels scammed or has a grievance with ANY school and wants a refund opportunity to immediately contact them at their 1-800 number. It is done on INDIVIDUAL bases. If you are overseas there is an online chat option, and they are open 7-10PM M-F for calls.

I will be posting the links they send me ASAP.

Like · Reply · 1d

Kathryn Wiehl Sheryl Shine what is there number

Like · Reply · 1d

Sheryl Shine Kathryn Wiehl - Smarts has posted on their page

Like · Reply · 1d

Write a reply... Press Enter to post.

Mallory Whitmire Ward Following

Donna Lee Shyanna McFarland scratch that last comment lol I only saw the degree part! So yeah I’ll definitely check

Like · Reply · 2d

Shyanna McFarland Donna Lee you might can get your MyCAA back!!!

Like · Reply · 2d

Sheryl Shine Donna Lee career step is one on my radar as well. Their accreditation isn’t that good. I’ll be gathering information on them next. My bet- you can get a refund because of their programs as well.

Like · Reply · 2d

Donna Lee Sheryl Shine okay!! Once you find out please let me know!! I know you’re extremely busy! So no rush

Like · Reply · 2d

Write a reply... Press Enter to post.

Alexis Horton Has anyone actually gotten their grant back?! I did the one of the business classes and it was a COMPLETE joke..like stuff you would learn in a basic computers course and a course on how to be a decent coworker. Nothing actually usable and I would love to be able to actually put it towards my education

Like · Reply · 2d

Sheryl Shine Alexis Horton yes in the group several have

Like · Reply · 2d

Sheryl Shine Alexis Horton I contacted military one source directly. Will be posting an update with their response once I receive their emails.

They’ve asked that ANYONE who feels scammed or has a grievance with ANY school and wants a refund opportunity to immediately contact them at their 1-800 number. It is done on INDIVIDUAL bases. If you are overseas there is an online chat option, and they are open 7-10PM M-F for calls.

I will be posting the links they send me ASAP.

Like · Reply · 1d

Alexis Horton Thank you!
Sheryl Shine - Just a PSA 🚨🚨

Martinsburg College is a complete...

🚨🚨
Martinsburg College is a complete...

I wonder if I could do this for my program considering NONE of the online coursework reflects info in the books I have, I have no mentor and they did push my to begin without giving me a second to breathe.

Can I share this please?
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🚨🚨

Martinsburg College is a complete scam. I contacted military one source directly. Will be posting an update with their response once I receive their emails.

They've asked that ANYONE who feels scammed or has a grievance with ANY school and wants a refund opportunity to immediately contact them at their 1-800 number. It is done on INDIVIDUAL bases. If you are overseas there is an online chat option, and they are open 7-10PM M-F for calls.

I will be posting the links they send me ASAP.

Laura Ochoa Angela Mccorkel use your mycaa if you can

Makenzie Barzey Erika Brown

Julia Higgins Gabriella E Dale

Samantha Marie Bingham Anna Faller do not go through them!

Anna Faller Samantha Marie Bingham ive never heard of them but thanks for the heads up!

Cedar Wilson Am i the ONLY one that actually had a great experience, yikes! Lol and i got hired. Id still like my money back though if its bogus bc thats not cool, whats the point in even having an education from there if its not legit

Emma Rose Langlais Well fuck

Emma Rose Langlais Megan Sarpy Welp.

Megan Sarpy Emma Rose Langlais callllllled it.

Emma Rose Langlais 😞 at least now Reid knows I'm not crazy when I say the courses are wack

Sheryl Shine Emma Rose Langlais I contacted military one source directly. Will be posting an update with their response once I receive their emails.

They've asked that ANYONE who feels scammed or has a grievance with ANY school and wants a refund opportunity to immediately contact them at their 1-800 number. It is done on INDIVIDUAL bases. If you are overseas there is an online chat option, and they are open 7-10PM M-F for calls.

I will be posting the links they send me ASAP.

Chelsie Etchebehere This is so awful! These "colleges" are so greedy and taking advantage of women trying to better themselves. They should be shut down! People are disgusting. Makes sense why one of the martinsburg women pursued me for like a month about meeting up to discuss mycaa benefits with me!

Sheryl Shine - Just a PSA 🚨🚨

Martinsburg College is a complete joke. My spouse was scammed by the school reps and their financial aid department. They have been in constant contact with her. She was offered a loan, once the loan was issued they immediately went on a charging spree.

They offered her a loan to cover books, supplies, and tuition fees and then charged her for both James Madison University and UC the University of Cincinnati. She initially was told that she would be told for everything. But when she tried to talk to someone in the office she was told that she would be billed later. So she put it on her credit card and she's still being charged.

If you or someone you know is a veteran or military spouse and you've been scammed by Martinsburg College or not received your MyCaa back. You can contact them directly at their 1-800 number. They're open 7-10PM M-F for calls. I will be posting the links they send me ASAP.

Michelle Beckham

Oh my, thank god something told me to not go that route and just enroll in GSU. Dodged that bullet.

Ashley Rose Dukes

Briana Rogers Hayes you may be able to get your MyCaa back! Call!

Sheryl Shine

Ashley Rose Dukes I contacted military one source directly. Will be posting an update with their response once I receive their emails.

They've asked that ANYONE who feels scammed or has a grievance with ANY school and wants a refund opportunity to immediately contact them at their 1-800 number. It is done on INDIVIDUAL bases. If you are overseas there is an online chat option, and they are open 7-10PM M-F for calls.

I will be posting the links they send me ASAP.

Ashley Rose Dukes

Briana Rogers Hayes you may be able to get your MyCaa back! Call!

Hannah Strait

Amanda Bouchard oh shit so much drama lol

Kaitlin Elkins

Courtney Gleason

Jessica Croxall

Jackie Gruen

Maria Howard

How does the original poster know all these things? I'm enrolled in another university (which is totally legit) but reading this I'm super interested. Did she have a bad experience? Like how does she know all of these things? (Not saying she isn't telling the truth, I'm just curious)

Maria Howard

Sheryl Shine omg that's horrible! I was just curious! I went to IU for my undergrad and GCU for my masters so I'm totally naive and had no idea actual school do things like this! It's ridiculous & im so sorry for all the spouses who goes through them because they're being taken advantage of! Thank you so much for answering my questions & helping spouses!

Sheryl Shine

Maria Howard

I help military students daily with their educational needs for free. I'm pretty well known for this as well as our team who does it. I have had hundreds (not an exaggeration) come to me for help after MC. I've seen emails from directors, admissions, texts, Facebook messages etc. The school reps are trained to prey on young and ill informed spouses. They force employees to write good reviews regarding the school, it's a train wreck. The employees aren't even allowed to speak out or they get fired. I also have contacted all 3 of the aforementioned colleges after receiving notice that MC was now advertising this.

Maria Howard

Sheryl Shine omg that's horrible! I was just curious! I went to IU for my undergrad and GCU for my masters so I'm totally naive and had no idea actual school do things like this! It's ridiculous & im so sorry for all the spouses who goes through them because they're being taken advantage of! Thank you so much for answering my questions & helping spouses!

Sheryl Shine
Martinsburg College is a complete...
Martinsburg College is a complete...

🚨🚨


Sheryl Shine @nicole Stewart instead of stalking students why not just come sit down right here in these comments? I know for a fact you've been stalking this post, stalking me, and anyone who's shared this post. Not to mention trying to join the group on multiple profiles.

I'll wait.

Jehan Abdulaziz Multiple times... under various profiles... her husbands. Sad.

Sheryl Shine She blocked me, but forgot to block me on her other profiles so I know she's still lurking
Martinsburg College is a complete scam. When I got married to my husband who at the time was in the military I was getting messages nonstop from Martinsburg representatives pushing me to get into their programs. They are a scam. I'm quitting. This is like the 20th post I've seen on how Martinsburg College is a scam and not accredited and I'm seeing more and more of it. Ima try and get my MYCAA back.

I contacted military one source directly. Will be posting an update with their response once I receive their emails. They've asked that ANYONE who feels scammed or has a grievance with ANY school and wants a refund opportunity to immediately contact them at their 1-800 number. It is done on INDIVIDUAL bases. If you are overseas there is an online chat option, and they are open 7-10PM M-F for calls. I will be posting the links they send me ASAP.
Martinsburg College is a complete...
always rejected my loan (for my school in Texas) deferment for "not enough information".

**Sheryl Shine** That's extremely concerning. I'll keep an eye out for similar experiences.

**Kelsie Wright** Sandra Garcia why did you need a loan? Unless they've changed their practices lately, they only accept MYCAA, GI Bill, and previously accepted TA. They've never worked with loans.

**Sandra Garcia** it was before my husband and I got married I was in college back home and took out a loan to pay for my schooling but my school loan needed proof I was in college and everything Martinsburg has given me my company won't except because according to my company it wasn't enough information

**Kelsie Wright** Sandra Garcia so you enrolled in MC before you and your husband got married? It was my understanding that they only enrolled military and their families.

**Sandra Garcia** Kelsie Wright no i was at a college in my hometown (McLennan community college) working on my early childhood education degree and took out a loan to cover costs, later on my husband and I married so I moved to CA and was approached by a MC rep at an event and enrolled. Everything MC has given me to have my PAST loan deferred but my company (MOHELA) said they didn't give enough information and kept denying my request

**Kelsie Wright** Sandra Garcia ohhhh okay gotcha.

**Sandra Garcia** Kelsie Wright yea sorry for the confusion my thoughts don’t always go well to paper

**Grace Neidhardt Belcher** Marisa Williams this is exactly what the mycaa worker told me!

**Marisa Williams** Grace Neidhardt Belcher this is exactly what the myca worker told me!

**Alexandra Caraveo** Jennifer McGlone if only we knew

**Jennifer McGlone** I wish we could get the money back but my husband has been promoted since

**Alexandra Caraveo** Jennifer McGlone still file a complaint against them so other spouses dont fall for the same crap we did

**Jennifer McGlone** Alexandra Caraveo yes! It's insane how many wives they have scammed
They've asked that ANYONE who feels scammed or has a grievance with ANY school and wants a refund opportunity to immediately contact them at their 1-800 number. It is done on INDIVIDUAL bases. If you are overseas there is an online chat option, and they are open 7-10PM M-F for calls.

I will be posting the links they send me ASAP.

Isabel Ewing Bryant Well... now I'm really confused on what to do. Do I continue my education with Martinsburg and risk losing my money, time, and have it all amount to nothing? Or do I withdraw now and try to start down a new education route? Very frustrating.

Sheryl Shine Isabel Ewing Bryant I agree. It's very frustrating for students. Personally, I'd file an official complaint with the department of education as well as mycaa. I'd then quit after the complaint was filed and start elsewhere. Your credits won't transfer well to any university so regardless you're out. Apply for the Pell grant, Fafsa.gov

STUDENTAID.ED.GOV
FAFSA®: Apply for Aid

Isabel Ewing Bryant Sheryl Shine Thank you for the help! This is very upsetting. I guess I should have looked further into it before I started!

Briana Decambra I highly encourage you to get out now and start fresh at TCC!

Sheryl Shine I won't recommend a school. You need to find the program you want and then a school- in that order

Sheryl Shine I contacted military one source directly. Will be posting an update with their response once I receive their emails.

They've asked that ANYONE who feels scammed or has a grievance with ANY school and wants a refund opportunity to immediately contact them at their 1-800 number. It is done on INDIVIDUAL bases. If you are overseas there is an online chat option, and they are open 7-10PM M-F for calls.

I will be posting the links they send me ASAP.

Taylor Morrissey Why don't people look for accreditation? That's the first thing I look for in any school

Sheryl Shine Taylor Morrissey many don't understand accreditation.
research everything before jumping head first into stuff like this. I backed away from this school as soon as I saw national.

Sheryl Shine Taylor they are instructed to lie, evade or be vague to those who are knowledgeable about accreditation

Taylor Morrissey Sheryl Shinee I still feel the same lol but, I do hope everyone hears your warning though and it makes people do more research. It has been spread to a lot of spouses pages already too. So that's good to get counter knowledge out there!

Sheryl Shine Not complaining about that 😊

Sheryl Shine Feel free to I'll erase where you're tagged as well.

Rebecca Atkinson I used it for Animal Behavior College, and no job will take me because it was all online, and I only was able to volunteer for 90 hours which is definitely not enough. If I knew I couldn't get a job with my degree through that school I definitely wouldn't have used it.

Sheryl Shine Rebecca Atkinson I contacted military one source directly. Will be posting an update with their response once I receive their emails. They've asked that ANYONE who feels scammed or has a grievance with ANY school and wants a refund opportunity to immediately contact them at their 1-800 number. It is done on INDIVIDUAL bases. If you are overseas there is an online chat option, and they are open 7-10PM M-F for calls. I will be posting the links they send me ASAP.

Chrisany Noble Shannon Menees is this true?! 😮

Sandra Garcia Kattie Schofield

Emily Anne Rollins I used MC and never even finished the course because it seemed completely pointless. If this is actually true I'm about to be so upset.

Emily Anne Rollins Briana Decambra 😞😞

Briana Decambra I know 😞 I've always known 😞 Which is why I never finished. This is all 100% true
Most military spouses get married so young that the opportunity for an education higher than high school is so exciting. What awful people to prey on that.

Laura Ripley Briana Decambra when u don’t finish you don’t have to pay it back or?

Emily Anne Rollins Laura Ripley No I’ve never had to pay it back. I don’t believe Briana has either.

Sheryl Shine I contacted military one source directly. Will be posting an update with their response once I receive their emails.

They’ve asked that ANYONE who feels scammed or has a grievance with ANY school and wants a refund opportunity to immediately contact them at their 1-800 number. It is done on INDIVIDUAL bases. If you are overseas there is an online chat option, and they are open 7-10PM M-F for calls.

I will be posting the links they send me ASAP.

Tanya Riley Sanabelle Jones
Sanabelle Jones Tanya Riley I need to know if this is legit
Tanya Riley Read through the post
Sheryl Shine Sanabelle Jones I contacted military one source directly. Will be posting an update with their response once I receive their emails.

They’ve asked that ANYONE who feels scammed or has a grievance with ANY school and wants a refund opportunity to immediately contact them at their 1-800 number. It is done on INDIVIDUAL bases. If you are overseas there is an online chat option, and they are open 7-10PM M-F for calls.

I will be posting the links they send me ASAP.

Priscila Lopez Following.
Sheryl Shine Priscila Lopez I contacted military one source directly. Will be posting an update with their response once I receive their emails.

They’ve asked that ANYONE who feels scammed or has a grievance with ANY school and wants a refund opportunity to immediately contact them at their 1-800 number. It is done on INDIVIDUAL bases. If you are overseas there is an online chat option, and they are open 7-10PM M-F for calls.

I will be posting the links they send me ASAP.
🚨🚨
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Sheryl Shine - Just a PSA


Press Enter to post.

Press Enter to post.

Like · Reply · 2d

Catina Lewis I just finished my course and if this is true I am extremely upset. I was so happy at the fact that I have completed something and now I don't know anymore...

Like · Reply · 2d

Sheryl Shine Catina you have every right to feel upset. I'm sorry you got through to the end to find it out. Please remember there is a Pell Grant to also help you further your education and you can also file an official complaint to try to get your funding back for a better school. May I ask which program you went through?

Like · Reply · 2d

Catina Lewis Sheryl Shine I am so upset that I just found this out. I went through Healthcare Administration Technology. I even know the person who helped me get in. I wanted to become a medical assistant and have something under my belt so I can feel good about myself...

Like · Reply · 2d

Sheryl Shine Catina regardless you should feel proud. It's not YOUR fault that Martinsburg preyed on you. You set a goal, went for it and achieved it! However, the education you received was not what you paid for. Next time you find a program HMU and I'll let you know if it looks fishy or if it has the proper accreditation. If you join Smarts as well the group is fabulous at helping each other.

Like · Reply · 2d

Catina Lewis Sheryl Shine I will contact military one source and see! Thank you for this information. I would love help finding a school to get into Medical Assistant!

Like · Reply · 2d

Sheryl Shine I contacted military one source directly. Will be posting an update with their response once I receive their emails.

They've asked that ANYONE who feels scammed or has a grievance with ANY school and wants a refund opportunity to immediately contact them at their 1-800 number. It is done on INDIVIDUAL bases. If you are overseas there is an online chat option, and they are open 7-10PM M-F for calls.

I will be posting the links they send me ASAP.

Like · Reply · 1d

Molly Evans Brittany Cressoine I remember said you started there. I always got a weird feeling from them. They were so aggressive with trying to get me to go to school there.

Like · Reply · 2d

Molly Evans This isn't the first time I've heard this about them either.

Like · Reply · 2d
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January 11 at 3:29 PM

Just a PSA 🚨

Martinsburg College is a complete SCAM. They lure military and spouses in with the MyCAA grant, have a national accreditation that is in jeopardy, and... See More

Kelly AY Elliott

Sheryl Shine I clicked your profile and I could share it. The girl from that college was trying to get me join and I felt like she was so pushy and they didn’t even had thing I wanted to learn.

Sheryl Shine

Kelly unfortunately they HAVE to be or they will be fired. I have SOME pity on the reps as all they are trying to do is feed their families, BUT their job requires them to be predatory. Their messages are monitored, they have a quota, they’re required to leave reviews that are positive on other reps pages etc etc. for 35-40k a year many would sell their soul and work from home doing this job. However, they’re paid well so they’ll shut up.

Kelly AY Elliott

Sheryl Shine well thank you so much for posing this. I now know that I need to be more careful.

Kristen Nichole Smith

When "reps" send you messages out of the blue and it feels like they're trying to get you to sign up for an MLM... you should probably run in the opposite direction.
lure you with “accelerated courses” and the promise of completion in less time than going to a state or community college and then conveniently forget to show you the employment rate of students who complete programs. Community colleges have vocational and tech programs that are much less expensive and come with some sort of accreditation and/or transfer potential. I would never put my money or grants into a school that isn’t regionally accredited or considered for profit. I’m sorry to anyone who’s been swindled by a school like this 😞

Nicole Rawlinson unfortunately this is the story for most anyone who has attended a proprietary for-profit school of any type. They lure you with “accelerated courses” and the promise of completion in less time than going to a state or community college and then conveniently forget to show you the employment rate of students who complete programs. Community colleges have vocational and tech programs that are much less expensive and come with some sort of accreditation and/or transfer potential. I would never put my money or grants into a school that isn’t regionally accredited or considered for profit. I’m sorry to anyone who’s been swindled by a school like this.

Scarlett Marie Self shared in my Milso group, thanks for the info!

Cheyenne Frank Margarita Gamez didn’t know if they used them or not. Just a warning!

Wendy Koepe exactly why I don’t friend them as soon as I get their friend request. It’s like vultures. As soon as you add yourself to a new wives page they all come out. #sorrynotsorry

Stephanie Orta Wendy Koepe that’s exactly what happened to me and I was just like 😞😞😞

Sheryl Shine I woke up to a ton of messages asking for recommendations to schools. My top two personal favorites are Grand Canyon University and Park University. There is also a lot of chatter lately about Liberty University. Of course, to save money always go to a local community college first, but University is also a good fit for those gen ed courses.

Amanda Dorman Guillory Sheryl Shine, messaging you!

Sheryl Shine I contacted military one source directly. Will be posting an update with their response once I receive their emails. They’ve asked that ANYONE who feels scammed or has a grievance with ANY school and wants a refund opportunity to immediately contact them at their 1-800 number. It is done on INDIVIDUAL bases. If you are overseas there is an online chat option, and they are open 7-10PM M-F for calls. I will be posting the links they send me ASAP.

Anna 1

Lala Bradshaw Sheryl Shine I was on the phone with their 1800 office today. Some of their programs are regionally accredited I guess but their accreditation comes from the department of education. Plus they said if I or anyone else still has a problem they won’t refund it.
accredited schools and properly accredited programs. However, Martinsburg is only nationally accredited.

Sheryl Shine [Jessica Mechelle Visage] nationally*

Lala Bradshaw Jessica Mechelle Visage their office said nationally accredited.

Sheryl Shine I'm not addressing this, I'm sorry. She's confused and I've been answering these questions since Friday.

Jessica Mechelle Visage I changed it. Yes. They are only nationally accredited and their programs do not have additional accreditation. If you visit their website and view their programs, none of them carry additional accreditation.

Lala Bradshaw Sheryl Shine I'm not confused I know the difference between regionally and national accredited. I just don't know where you guys are finding these reports from.

Lala Bradshaw Jessica Mechelle Visage what do you mean by additional accreditation? I went through medical office Administration so I don't know what the problem is I got told I can take the certification exams here in Alaska. And the classes would transfer back to my old school if I chose them too.

Sheryl Shine also, many programs require more than just the regional/national.
school diploma or GED. If you were to go to a state that requires licensure, you would most likely not qualify for the job or to sit for the exam to get licensure because Martinsburg is accredited by an additional agency that reviews medical programs.

Jessica Mechelle Visage

- Yes. Also, for medical assistants in Alaska, licensure is not necessary and only requires a high school diploma or GED. If you were to go to a state that requires licensure, you would most likely not qualify for the job or to sit for the exam to get licensure because Martinsburg is accredited by an additional agency that reviews medical programs.

Kaylee Fair

- Mandy

- It won't let me share 😞

Sheryl Shine

- Kaylee Fair open my profile

- https://www.militaryonesource.mil/.../postsecondary...

Sheryl Shine

- Military OneSource Representatives asked me to share this:

https://myseco.militaryonesource.mil/.../content/view/2732

No-Cost Skills Training for Military Spouses

Cearrah Moss

- Crystinah Arzon send this to alayna

Crystinah Arzon

- Alayna Langston

Nikcole Smith

- What about those who's spouse has gotten out?

Sheryl Shine

- Nikcole Smith if it's been within 365 days you can apply for no cost skills training listed a few comments up by military one source. Otherwise, please file a formal complaint.
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Kathryn Wiehl
Samantha Faulkner
Like · Reply · 23h

Mary DeSena Daniel DeSena
Like · Reply · 23h

Nichole Demello I just enrolled with career step and now I’m kind of freaking out after reading this post.
Like · Reply · 22h

Saleena Smith Nichole Demello career step is great ! I graduated from there for medical billing and coding !
Like · Reply · 11m

Lara Anyssa Alisha Allen?
Like · Reply · 22h · Edited · 1

Sheryl Shine Lara Anyssa is she a rep?
Like · Reply · 22h

Sheryl Shine Lara Anyssa yep at ft Stewart. She has me blocked. The majority of reps have blocked me.
Like · Reply · 22h

Ashley Marie Kennedy Lara Anyssa so true they do that when they know they scammed you no good rep would block you
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Since Martinsburg publicly called me a liar, I'm publicly saying no - I'm really not.